Introduction
Abstract. We give a simple proof of the formula for the coproduct ∆ in the Hopf algebra of motivic iterated integrals on the affine line. We show that it encodes the group law in the group of automorphisms of certain non commutative variety. We relate the coproduct ∆ with the coproduct in the Hopf algebra of decorated rooted planar trivalent trees defined in chapter 4 -a version of the one defined by Connes and Kreimer [CK] . As an application we derive explicit formulas for the coproduct in the motivic multiple polylogarithm Hopf algebra.
1. The Hopf algebra of motivic iterated integrals. Consider an iterated integral I γ (a; z 1 , ..., z m ; b) := a≤t1≤...≤tm≤b
Here γ is a path between the points a and b in C−{z 1 ∪...∪z m }, and integration is over simplex consisting of all ordered m-tuples of points (t 1 , ..., t m ) on γ. Iterated integral (1) is a period of a mixed Hodge structure or, better, mixed Tate motive. Therefore we can upgrade (1) to a more sophisticated object, the framed mixed Tate motive (see chapter 3 of [G3] for the background, and section 3.1 for the precise description of our set up). I M (a; z 1 , ..., z m ; b); a, b, z i ∈ S
By its very definition it lies in a certain Hopf algebra with the coproduct ∆, the Hopf algebra of regular functions on the motivic Galois group. One of our results is a simple derivation of the following explicit formula for the coproduct: The terms in formula (3) are in one to one correspondence with the subsets {a i1 , ..., a i k } ⊂ {a 1 , ..., a m }
If we locate the ordered set of elements {a 0 , ..., a m+1 } on a hemicircle, as on the picture, then the terms in (3) correspond to the polygons with vertices at the points a i , contained a 0 and a m+1 , inscribed into the hemicircle. Formula (3) in the Hodge realization was proved in chapter 5 of [G3] . Using the injectivity of the regulators it can be transformed to the motivic setting when the points a i are defined over a number field. The proof given below is more direct and penetrates the algebraic structures staying behind this formula.
These structures include automorphism groups of certain non commutative varieties discussed in chapters 2 and 3, and a Hopf algebra of decorated rooted planar trees defined in chapter 4. This Hopf algebra is very similar to the one considered by Connes and Kreimer [CK] , although it seems to be different from the Hopf algebras considered in the literature.
In fact we prove a stronger version of theorem 1.1, where no restrictions on the points {a 0 , ..., a m+1 } is assumed. (From the analytic point of view this means that iterated integral (1) can be divergent, so it has to be regularized). The precise formulation of our result is given in theorem 3.2. It allows us to calculate explicitly the coproduct of the motivic multiple polylogarithms, see theorem 5.4. The latter result plays the central role in the mysterious correspondence between the structure of the Lie coalgebra of multiple polylogarithms at N -th roots of unity and modular varieties, see [G2-4] .
2. The algebraic structures underlying formula (3). It is well known that integrals (1) satisfy the following basic properties:
The shuffle product formula. Let Σ m,n be the set of all shuffles of the ordered sets {1, ..., m} and {m + 1, ..., m + n}. Then I γ (a; z 1 , ..., z m ; b) · I γ (a; z m+1 , ..., z m+n ; b) = σ∈Σm,n I γ (a; s σ(1) , ..., s σ(m+n) ; b)
The path composition formula. If γ = γ 1 γ 2 , where γ 1 is a path from a to x, and γ 2 is a path from x to b, then I γ (a; z 1 , ..., z m ; b) = m k=0 I γ1 (a; z 1 , ..., z k ; x) · I γ2 (x; z k+1 , ..., z m ; b)
Let S be an arbitrary set. In chapter 2 we define a commutative, graded, Hopf algebra I • (S). As a commutative algebra it is generated by formal symbols like (2) obeying the relations as above. We use formula (3) to define the coproduct in I • (S).
If S is a subset of points of the affine line A 1 the Hopf algebra I • (S) reflects the basic properties of the iterated integrals on A 1 S := A 1 − S between the tangential base points at S.
To show that I • (S) is indeed a Hopf algebra we interpret it as the algebra of regular functions on a certain pro-unipotent group scheme.
Namely, let Γ S be the graph whose vertices are elements of S, and every two vertices connected by unique edge. Let P(S) be the completed path algebra of this graph. It has some additional structures: two algebra structures * and •, plus a coproduct ∆. Let G(S) be the group of automorphisms of P(S) preserving these structures, and acting as identity on P + (S)/P 2 + (S). Here P 2 + (S) is given by path of positive length. In other words it is the group of automorphism of the corresponding non commutative variety preserving some natural structures on it. We prove in theorem 2.4 that
In chapter 3 we show that the algebra P(S) is provided by the motivic fundamental groupoid of path
on the affine line punctured at S, between the tangential base points at S. We consider (5) as a pro-object in the abelian category of mixed Tate motives or one of its realizations. Such a category is equipped with canonical fiber functor ω. The motivic Galois group acts on ω(
The motivic fundamental groupoid carries some additional structures provided by the composition of path and "canonical loops" near the punctures. Using these structures we identify ω(P M (A 1 S , S)) with the path algebra P(S). Therefore G M (S) is realized as a subgroup of G(S):
Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from this. In chapter 4 we show how the collection of all planar trivalent rooted trees decorated by the ordered set {a 0 , a 1 , ..., a m , a m+1 } governs the fine structure of the motivic object (2). In particular we define a commutative Hopf algebra T • (S) of S-decorated planar rooted trivalent trees and relate the groups G(S) and Spec(T • (S)). Precisely, consider the map We prove in chapter 4 that the map t transforms the coproduct in I(S) to the one in T • (S) 3. An application: the motivic multiple polylogarithm Hopf algebras. Recall the multiple polylogarithms ([G0] , [G6] )
According to theorem 2.2 in [G3] one can write them as iterated integrals. Namely, if |x i | < 1, then setting
we get for a path γ inside of the unit disc
Let M be the category of mixed Tate motives over a number field F or one of the mixed Tate categories described in section 3.1. Let G be a subgroup of the multiplicative group F * of the field F . A particular interesting example is when G = µ N is the group of all N -th roots of unity. Upgrading iterated integrals (7) to their motivic counterparts (2), and using identity (7) as a definition, we arrive to motivic multiple polylogarithms
We show in chapter 5 that, adding the motivic logarithms log M (x) to them, we get a graded, commutative Hopf algebra Z M • (G). In the Hodge setting the corresponding result was proved in [G3] . Chapters 5 and 6 contain a detailed discussion of explicit formulae for coproduct in these Hopf algebras. It replaces chapter 6 in [G3] , where the same results were presented in the Hodge setting.
In particular we get the cyclotomic Hopf algebra Z M • (µ N ). It is the algebra of regular functions on the group scheme G M (0∪µ N ). We show that the semidirect product of G m and G M (0 ∪ µ N ) is isomorphic to the image of the motivic Galois group acting on the motivic fundamental group π
The following conjecture is a reformulation of conjecture 7.4 in [G3] . 
Iterated integrals Hopf algebras
In this chapter we introduce the Hopf algebras I(S) and I(S) and show that they appear naturally as the algebras of functions on the automorphism groups of certain non commutative varieties.
1. The Hopf algebra I • (S) and I • (S). Let S be a set. We will define a commutative Hopf algebra I • (S) over Q, graded by the integers n ≥ 0.
As a commutative Q-algebra, I • (S) is generated by the elements
The generator (8) is homogeneous of degree m. The relations are the following. For any s i , a, b, x ∈ S one has: i) The unit: for any a, b ∈ S one has I(a; b) := I(a; ∅; b) = 1.
ii) The shuffle product formula
iii) The path composition formula
To define a Hopf algebra structure on I • (S) we use the following formula for the coproduct ∆ on the generators:
Thanks to i) the empty subset and the subset {a 1 , ..., a m } contribute the terms 1 ⊗ I(a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a m+1 ) and I(a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ;
The counit is determined by the condition that it kills I >0 (S). Proof. We use the induction on m. When m = 1 the path composition formula iii) plus i) gives 0 = I(a 0 ; a 1 ; a 0 ) = I(a 0 ; a 1 ; a 2 ) + I(a 2 ; a 1 ; a 0 ) Let us assume we proved the claim for all k < m. The path composition formula with x := a m+1 gives 0 = I(a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a 0 ) = I(a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a m+1 )+ 1≤k≤m−1 I(a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a k ; a m+1 ) · I(a m+1 ; a k+1 , ..., a m ; a 0 ) + I(a m+1 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a 0 ) Applying the induction assumption to the second factors in the sum we get
We claim that I(a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a m+1 )+ (10)
Indeed, this equality is equivalent to
To prove (11) we use the shuffle product formula to rewrite the sum. Then the claim is rather obvious (see the beginning of the proof of theorem 4.1 in [G1] for details). It remains to notice that proposition follows immediately from (10). The proposition is proved. Let I • (S) be the similar object where the relations ii)-iv) are omitted.
Proposition 2.2
The coproduct ∆ provides I • (S), as well as I • (S), with a structure of a commutative, graded Hopf algebra.
The algebra of regular functions O(G) on a group scheme G is a commutative Hopf algebra with the coproduct ∆ :
To prove proposition 2.2 we interpret I • (S) and I • (S) as the algebras of regular functions on a certain pro-unipotent group schemes, defined as automorphisms groups of certain non commutative objects.
2. The path algebra P (S). Let S be a set. Let K be a field. Let P (S) be the K-vector space with a basis
Let us equip it with the following structures.
i) The * -product. We define a product * on P (S) by the formula
where X and Y are ordered collections of elements of S. Then P (S) is an associative algebra generated by the elements p i,j , with the unit e := i∈S p i . It has a grading such that the degree of (12) is n. The elements p i are orthogonal projectors,
The algebra P (S) is decomposed as
The automorphisms of algebra P (S) preserving the projectors p i are the automorphisms F of P (S) such that
Recall the graph Γ S from s. 1.2. The algebra P (S) is the path algebra of this graph. Namely, p i0,...,in corresponds to the path i 0 → i 1 → ... → i n in Γ S . It turns out to be isomorphic to the free product of the algebra Q[S] of functions on S with finite support with the polynomial algebra Q[x]:
ii) The •-product. There is another associative product
In particular p a,b = p a,x •p x,b . The element i∈S p i,i is the unit for this product. The path algebra P (S) has a natural interpretation as a tensor algebra in a certain monoidal category, see section 2.4.
iii) The coproduct ∆. Let us define a coproduct
by the formula
where the sum is over all decompositions
It is easy to see that it is cocommutative and coassociative.
∆ is an algebra morphism for the •-algebra structure:
The compatibility with the * -structure is this:
where
It follows that ∆ is uniquely determined by (14), (15) and
Observe that
So (14) + (16) => (13). Remark. ∆(e) = e ⊗ e. Otherwise it has all the properties of the Hopf •-algebra.
For every a ∈ S the algebra P(S) a,a is a cocommutative Hopf •-algebra. It is a universal enveloping algebra of a pro-Lie algebra L(S) a , reconstructed as the subspace of the primitives in P(S) a,a . It is easy to see that it is a pronilpotent completion of the free Lie algebra with generators labeled by the set S.
3. The pro-unipotent algebraic groups scheme G(S). Let P(S) be the completion of the path algebra P (S) with respect to the powers of the augmentation ideal P + (S).
Definition 2.3 a) Aut 0 (P(S)) is the pro-unipotent group scheme of automorphisms of the * -algebra P(S) which are identical on the quotient
is the subgroup scheme consisting of the automorphisms F such that: i) F commutes with ∆. ii) F is an automorphism of the •-algebra structure.
The grading of P(S) provides natural gradings of the algebras of regular functions on G(S) and Aut 0 (P(S)).
Theorem 2.4 a) The commutative, graded, algebra O Aut 0 (P(S)) is identified with the polynomial algebra of infinite number of variables I s0,...,sn+1 :
c) The isomorphism (18) induces an isomorphism of commutative, graded, Hopf algebras
Proof. An automorphism F , being an algebra automorphism, is uniquely determined by its values on the generators p a,b . Let us write
where the summation over all non empty collections of elements s 1 , ..., s m of S.
Here I a,s1,...,sm,b (F ) ∈ K are the coefficients, providing a regular function
Observe that I a,b (F ) = 1 just means that F acts as identity on (17). We claim that the map
provides the isomorphism (18). Indeed, it obviously an isomorphism of commutative, graded F -algebras. So we get a).
The crucial fact that the coproduct in O Aut 0 (P(S)) is identified with ∆ follows easily from the very definitions. So we have b).
c) The condition that F commutes with the •-product is equivalent to iii) plus iv) in the definition of the shuffle algebra. Indeed, the path composition formula iii) is equivalent to
given by i∈S p i,i . The condition iv) just means that F preserves the •-unit:
Given that F preserves the both products, the fact that F commutes with ∆ is equivalent to the shuffle product formula i). Indeed, the condition
is just equivalent to the shuffle product formula. Since ∆ is completely determined by (16) and compatibilities with * and •, the statement follows.
The part c) and hence the theorem are proved. Proposition 2.2 follows from theorem 2.4. 4. The path algebra as a tensor algebra in a monoidal category. Let S be a finite set. Let C be a tensor category. Consider the category Q C (S) whose objects
We define V ⊗ W by setting
From now on we assume that C is the category of K-vector spaces, and denote by Q(S) the corresponding monoidal category. There is unit object I defined as
Let T(E S ) be the completed free associative algebra with unit in the category Q(S) generated by E S .
Lemma 2.5 T(E S ) is isomorphic to the completed path algebra (P(S), * ).
Proof. Choose a non zero vector
Writing I i,i = K · p i we get the needed isomorphism. The lemma is proved. Below we identify p i,j with the object of Q(S) whose (i
Then we have the objects (20). There is the second product
The motivic fundamental groupoid and its Galois group
In this chapter we show that the basic properties of the motivic fundamental groupoid P C (A 1 S ; S) in one of the mixed Tate categories C described in s. 3.1 imply that the canonical fiber functor on C sends it to the path algebra P(S). This immediately implies theorem 1.1.
1. The set up. Let F be a field. Below we work in one of the following categories C: i) the abelian category of mixed Tate motives over a number field
ii) F = C, and C is the category of Hodge-Tate structures. iii) F is an arbitrary field such that µ l ∞ ∈ F , and C is the mixed Tate category of l-adic Tate Gal(F /F )-modules.
There is also one hypothetical set up: iv) F is an arbitrary field, C is the hypothetical abelian category of mixed Tate motives over F .
Any category C from the list above is a mixed Tate K-category, where K = Q in i), ii) and K = Q l in iii), (see [BD] or chapter 3 of [G3] for the background). In particular it is generated as a tensor category by a simple object K(1). Each object carries canonical weight filtration W • , and morphisms in C are strictly compatible with this filtration. There is canonical fiber functor to the category of finite dimensional graded vector spaces:
The space End(ω) of the endomorphisms of the fiber functor is a graded Hopf algebra. We set
The functor ω provides canonical equivalence between the category C and the category of finite dimensional graded A • (C)-comodules. Spec(A • (C)) is a pro-unipotent group scheme. The grading on A • (C) encodes a natural semidirect product of G m and Spec(A • (C)).
2. The fundamental groupoid. Let S be any subset of F = A 1 (F ). A particular interesting case is S = F . Choose a tangent vector v s at every point s ∈ S. We assume v s is defined over F . A choice of an invariant differential dt on A 1 provides canonical choice of these vectors: < dt, v s >= 1. Let A 1 S := A 1 − S and P C (A 1 S ; S) be the fundamental groupoid of paths on A 1 S between the tangential base points v s . It is a pro-object in C.
The fundamental groupoid in the situations ii) and iii) were defined by Deligne [D] . In the situation i) it is defined in [DG] , (another construction see in chapter 6 of [G4] ). In particular there are path composition morphisms in C
They provide P C (A 1 S ; a, b) with a structure of principal homogeneous space over the fundamental group P C (A 1 S ; a, a), understood as a Hopf algebra in C. It is instructive to recall the Betti realization of the fundamental groupoid. It is given by the pronilpotent completion of the topological torsors of path. Namely, let I a be the augmentation ideal of the group ring Z[π 1 (C S ; a)] of the topological fundamental group π 1 (C S ; a). Denote by P(C S ; a, b) the set of homotopy classes of path between the tangential base points in a, b. Then
There is a coproduct
provided by the map γ −→ γ ⊗ γ. It is obviously compatible with the composition of path. It makes π nil 1 (C S ; a) into a cocommutative Hopf algebra. 3. The structures on the fundamental groupoid. Let us assume for a while that S is finite. Recall the symmetric monoidal category Q C (S), see s. 2.3. We define an object P C (S) in Q C (S) by
There are the following structures on this object. i) The path composition morphisms (21) provide P C (S) with a structure of an algebra in Q C (S), called the •-algebra structure.
ii) There are canonical "loop around s" morphisms
They provide morphisms * :
These morphisms make P C (S)(1) into an algebra in the category Q C (S). We call it the * -algebra structure.
iii) For any a, b ∈ S there is a coproduct given by a morphism in C ∆ :
It is an •-algebra morphism. One has
It follows from this that the compatibility of ∆ with the * -algebra product is given by (15). 4. The path algebra provided by the fundamental groupoid and G C (S). Let us apply the fiber functor ω to P C (S), getting
Then P ω (S) is an algebra in the monoidal category Q A•(C)−mod (S), and
is an * -algebra in the same category. The space Hom(K(0), gr
Set p a;s1,...,sm;b := p a,s1 * p s1,s2 * ... * p sm−1,sm * p sm,b
It follows from (22) and (23) that ∆ is given by formula (13).
Proposition 3.1 There is a natural isomorphism
respecting the grading, * -and •-algebra structures, and the coproduct on both objects.
Proof. The statement boils down to the fact that these elements, when {s 1 , ..., s m } run through all elements of S m , form a basis in gr 
. .
This is a well known in the Betti and l-adic versions of the story, and follows from the fact that the topological fundamental group of A 1 − S is a free group with |S| generators. See chapter 5 of [G3] . So it is valid in the Hodge realization, and hence, by the injectivity of the regulators, in the motivic situation i). The proposition is proved.
We define an element
as the linear functional on End(ω) given by the matrix element
One can describe the elements of A • (C) by framed objects in C, see chapter 3 of [G3] . Then element (24) is represented by the following framed object in C:
Here p * ... are the elements of the basis dual to p ... . Recall the group G(S) defined in the chapter 2. The group scheme Spec(A • (C)) acts on P ω (S) through its quotient, denoted G C (S). The semidirect product of G m and G C (S) is called the Galois group of the fundamental groupoid
is the group of all automorphisms of the Hopf * -algebra P ω (S)[1] preserving the •-algebra structure on P ω (S) and acting identically on
provides a surjective morphism of the Hopf algebras O(G(S)) ։ O(G C (S)), and hence an inclusion of pro-unipotent group schemes
The coproduct is computed by the formula
Proof. The part c) means simply that (25) commutes with the coproduct. The part b) follows immediately from a). And a) is a direct consequence of theorem 2.4 and proposition 3.1. The theorem is proved.
Remark. The results of this chapter remain valid in the case when the set S is infinite. Indeed, I(S) is the inductive limit of the Hopf algebras I(S 0 ) when S 0 run through all finite subsets of S.
Iterated integrals and planar trivalent rooted trees
In this chapter we introduce the Hopf algebra of decorated rooted planar trivalent trees and show how it encodes the properties of the motivic iterated integrals. 1. Terminology. A tree can have two types of edges: internal edges and legs. Both vertices of an internal edge are of valence ≥ 3. A valence 1 vertex of a leg is called an external vertex.
A planar tree is a tree located on the plane. We may picture planar trees inscribed into a circle. The external vertices divide this circle into a union of arcs. Let S be a set. An S-decoration of a planar tree is an S-valued function on the set of arcs.
A rooted tree is a tree with one distinguished leg called the root. We picture planar rooted trees growing down from the root, and put the external vertices of all the legs but the root on a line. These vertices divide this line into a union of arcs. They correspond to the arcs defined above, so we can talk about S-decorated planar rooted trees. 2. The Hopf algebra T • (S) of S-decorated planar rooted trivalent trees. It is a commutative, graded, Hopf algebra. As a vector space it is generated by disjoint unions of S-decorated planar rooted trivalent trees.
Precisely, consider a graded vector space with a basis given by S-decorated planar rooted trivalent trees with n + 2 arcs, where n ≥ 1 provides the grading. The vector space T • (S) is its symmetric algebra.
In other words T • (S) is the commutative algebra generated by S-decorated planar rooted trivalent trees with the only relation that a decorated planar tree with just one edge equals to 1 (regardless to the decoration).
Let us define the coproduct ∆. Since ∆ has to be an algebra morphism, we have to define it only on the generators.
Let T be an S-decorated planar rooted trivalent tree. Consider the set E T := { all internal edges of T } ∪ { the root of T }
An element E ∈ E T determines a planar trivalent rooted tree T E growing down from E: the edge E serves as the root of this tree. The tree T E inherits a natural S-decoration: take the arcs containing the endpoints of the tree T E and keep their decorations. A subset {E 1 , ..., E k } of E T is called admissible if for any i = j the edges E i and E j do not lie on the same path going down from the root. In other words E i is not contained in the tree T Ej if i = j. Such an admissible subset determines a connected S-decorated planar trivalent tree T /(T E1 ∪ ... ∪ T E k ). Namely, this tree is obtained by shrinking each of the rooted trees T E1 , ..., T E k into legs of a new tree: we shrink the domain encompassed by each of these trees and the bottom line. In particular we shrinked to points all the arcs on the bottom line located under these trees. The remaining arcs with the inherited decorations are the arcs of the new tree. See the picture where we shrinked the two thick edges:
Now we set
where the sum is over all nice subsets of E(T ), including the empty subset and the subset formed by the root.
Lemma 4.1 ∆ provides T • (S) with a structure of a commutative, graded, Hopf algebra.
Proof. Left as an exercise for the reader. We say that a planar rooted tree is decorated by an ordered set {s 0 , s 1 , ..., s m , s m+1 } if the tree has m+1 bottom legs, and the corresponding m+2 arcs are decorated, in their natural order from the left to the right, by the set above.
Remark. The Hopf algebra T • (S) is very similar to the one defined by Connes and Kreimer [CK] . However these Hopf algebras are different. The key difference is that in our definition the right term of the coproduct is a product of trees t 1 ...t k , while in [CK] it is a single tree obtained by operation B + (t 1 , ..., t k ) which adds a new root and joins it with the roots of the trees t 1 , ..., t k .
Notice also that we decorate the arcs, not legs -see however the remark below. 
Proof. We need to check only that our map commutes with the coproducts. Let T be a generator of T • (S), decorated by an ordered set {s 0 , ..., s m+1 }.
Observe that an edge E determines a subset S E ⊂ {s 0 , ..., s m+1 } consisting of the labels of all arcs located between the very left and right bottom legs of the tree T E , i.e. just under this tree. Different edges produce different subsets.
Let {E 1 , ..., E k } be an admissible subset of E T . The subsets S i corresponding to the edges E i are disjoint -this is a reformulation of the definition of an admissible subset. In fact they are even separated: there is at least one arc between the arcs labeled by S i and S i+1 .
We claim that the sum over all trees decorated by {s 0 , ..., s m+1 }, with such subsets S 1 , .., S k given to us, corresponds to a single term of the formula ∆I(s 0 ; s 1 , ..., s m ; s m+1 ). Namely, if we enumerate the terms in the formula using (4), this term corresponds to the subset {s 0 , ..., s m+1 } − (S 1 ∪ ... ∪ S k ).
S S i j E E i j
To verify this claim observe two things: i) given such a tree T we can alter the subtree T Ei to any other subtree with the same root E i and the same set of arcs under this tree, labeled by S i .
ii) if we shrink the trees T E1 , ..., T E k the result can be any tree labeled by the ordered set {s 0 , ...,
The theorem is proved. Remark. The element I C (s 0 ; s 1 , ..., s m ; s m+1 ) is invariant under the action of the translation group of the affine line. Therefore it is natural to encode it by orbits of the action {s 0 , s 1 , ..., s m , s m+1 } −→ {s 0 + a, s 1 + a, ..., s m + a, s m+1 + a} of the additive group A 1 on the set of (m+2)-tuples {s 0 , s 1 , ..., s m , s m+1 }. These orbits are described by the (m + 2)-tuples {s 0 − s m+1 , s 1 − s 0 , s 2 − s 1 , ..., s m+1 − s m } which naturally sit not at the arcs, but rather at the legs of the corresponding trees.
3. The ⊗ m -invariant of variations of mixed Tate structures ([G5], s. 5.1). Let V be a variation of mixed Tate objects over a smooth base B in one of our set ups ii) -iv). So V is a unipotent variation of Hodge-Tate structures in ii), lisse l-adic mixed Tate sheaf in iii), and (yet hypothetical) variation of mixed Tate motives in iv). We assume that µ l ∞ ⊂ O * M in iii). Then V is an object of an appropriate mixed Tate category C B of variations of mixed Tate objects over B. The Tate object K(m) M is given by K(m) B := p * K(m) where p : B −→ Spec(F ) is the structure morphism. We can use the standard formalism of mixed Tate categories (see [BD] or [G3] , chapter 3). In particular there is a commutative, graded, Hopf K-algebra A C • (B) with the coproduct ∆, the fundamental Hopf algebra of this category. One has 
is called the ⊗ m -invariant of a framed variation of mixed Tate objects over B.
4. The ⊗ m -invariant of the multiple logarithm variation and planar rooted trivalent trees. Let M m+2 (A 1 ) be the space of m + 2 ordered distinct points (a 0 , ..., a m+1 ) on the affine line. Every internal vertex v of a planar trivalent rooted tree T provides an invertible function f T v on M m+2 (A 1 ). Indeed, if we picture a planar trivalent tree inscribed into a circle, the complement to the tree in the disc bounded by this circle is a union of several connected domains. These domains are in bijective correspondence with the arcs on the circle defined by the tree.
An internal vertex v determines three such domains
, so that v shares the boundaries of these domains. The plane structure of the tree plus the orientation of the plane provides a cyclic order of these domains, and the root of the tree provides a natural order of these domains. Precisely, among the edges sharing the vertex v one edge is closer to the root then the other. We count the domains going clockwise from this edge. We will assume that the numeration D 
The internal vertices of a planar trivalent rooted tree have canonical partial order <: we have v 1 < v 2 if and only if there is a path going down from the root such that both vertices are located on this path, and v 1 is close to the root then v 2 . We say that an ordering (v 1 , ..., v m ) of internal vertices of a planar rooted tree T is compatible with canonical order if v i < v j implies i < j.
Definition 4.4
Here the first sum is over all different planar trivalent rooted trees T with m + 1 leaves, and the second sum is over all orderings {v 1 , ..., v m } of the set of internal vertices of the tree T compatible with the canonical partial order on this set.
Proposition 4.5
Proof. Follows easily from formula 26 by induction on m.
The motivic multiple polylogarithms Hopf algebras
In this section we use formula (26) to generalize some of the results from chapter 6 in [G3] from the Hodge setting to the more general settings described in s. 3.1. Then we define the cyclotomic Hopf and Lie algebras. 
To visualize them consider a line segment with the following additional data, called decoration:
i) The beginning of the segment is labeled by a 0 , the end by a m+1 . ii) There are m points inside of the segment labeled by a 1 , ..., a m from the left to the right.
iii) These points cut the segment on m + 1 arcs labeled by t 0 , t 1 , ..., t m .
A decorated segment . . . . . . . Remark. The way t's sit between the a's reflects the shape of the iterated integral I n0,...,nm (a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a m+1 ).
As we show in theorem 5.1 below, the terms of the coproduct of the element (29) correspond to the decorated segments equipped with the following additional data, called marking: a) Mark (by making them boldface on the picture) points a 0 ; a i1 , ..., a i k ; a m+1 so that
b) Mark (by cross) segments t j0 , ..., t j k such that there is just one marked segment between any two neighboring marked points. . . The conditions on the crosses for a marked decorated segment just mean that
The marks provide a new decorated segment:
Theorem 5.1 ∆I(a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a m+1 |t 0 ; ...; t m ) = (33)
where the sum is over all marked decorated segments, i.e. over all sequences {i α } and {j α } satisfying inequality (31).
Proof. Recall that by iv) in section 2.1 and theorem 3.2b) one has
To calculate (33) we apply the coproduct formula (26) to the element (28) and then keep track of the non zero terms using (34). The left hand side factors of the non zero terms in the formula for the coproduct correspond to certain subsets A ⊂ {a 0 ; 0, ..., 0, n 0 times a 1 , 0, ..., 0, n 1 times ... , a m , 0, ..., 0 n m times ; a m+1 } containing a 0 and a m+1 , and called the admissible subsets. Such a subset A determines the subset I = {i 1 < ... < i k } where a 0 , a i1 , ..., a i k , a m+1 are precisely the set of all a i 's containing in A. A subset A is called admissible if it satisfies the following properties: i) A contains a 0 and a m+1 .
ii) The set of 0's in A located between a iα and a iα+1 must be a string of consecutive 0's located between a jα and a jα+1 for some i α ≤ j α < i α+1 .
In other words the factors in the coproduct are parametrized by a marked decorated segment and a connected string of 0's in each of the crossed arcs.
The connected string of 0's in some of the crossed arcs might be empty.
The string of zero's between a iα and a iα+1 satisfying ii) looks as follows:
where p jα + q jα + s jα = n jα . This notation emphasizes that all 0's located between a iα and a iα+1 are in fact located between a jα and a jα+1 , and form a connected segment of length s jα .
. .
An admissible subset A provides the following element, which is the left hand side of the corresponding term in the coproduct:
The right hand side of the term in the coproduct corresponding to the subset A is a product over 0 ≤ α ≤ k of elements of the following shape:
where the middle factor I(0; 0)·...·I(0; 0) is equal to 1 since I(0; 0) = 1 according to (34) . Translating this into the language of the generating series we get the promised formula for the coproduct. The theorem is proved.
A geometric interpretation of formula (33)
. It is surprisingly similar to the one for the multiple logarithm element. Recall that the expression (29) is encoded by a decorated segment
The terms of the coproduct are in the bijection with the marked decorated segments S obtained from a given one (36). Denote by L S ⊗ R S the term in the coproduct corresponding to S. The left factor L S is encoded by the decorated segment (32) obtained from the marked points and arcs. For example for the marked decorated segment on the picture we get L S = I(a 0 |t 0 |a 2 |t 3 |a 4 |t 4 |a 6 ). The marks (which consist of k+1 crosses and k+2 boldface points) determine a decomposition of the segment (36) into 2(k + 1) little decorated segments in the following way. Cutting the initial segment in all the marked points and crosses we get 2(k + 1) little segments. For instance, the very right one is the segment between the last cross and point a m , and so on. Each of these segments either starts from a marked point and ends by a cross, or starts from a cross and ends by a marked point.
There is a natural way to make a decorated segment out of each of these little segments: mark the "cross endpoint" of the little segment by the point 0, and for the arc which is just near to this marked point use the letter originally attached to the arc containing it. For example the marked decorated segment on the picture above produces the following sequence of little decorated segments:
(a 0 |t 0 |0), (0|t 0 |a 1 |t 1 |a 2 ) (a 2 |t 2 |a 3 |t 3 |0) (0|t 3 |a 4 ) (a 4 |t 4 |0) (0|t 4 |a 5 |t 5 |a 6 ) Then the factor R S is the product of the generating series for the elements corresponding to these little decorated segments. For example for the marked decorated segment on the picture we get R S = I(a 0 ; 0|t 0 ) · I(0; a 1 ; a 2 |t 0 ; t 1 )· I(a 2 ; a 3 ; 0|t 2 ; t 3 ) · I(0; a 4 |t 3 ) · I(a 4 ; 0|t 4 ) · I(0; a 5 ; a 6 |t 4 ; t 5 )
To check that formula for the coproduct of the multiple logarithms fits into this description we use the path composition formula iii) provided by theorem 3.2b), together with the fact that each term on the right hand side of this formula correspond to a marked colored segment shown on the picture:
a p+q a p 2. The multiple polylogarithms Hopf algebra of a subgroup G ⊂ F * . Now let us suppose that we work in one of the set ups i)-iv), and F is the corresponding field. Let S := F . We define the I C -elements as the images of the corresponding I-elements by the homomorphism established in theorem 25. Below we choose a coordinate t on the affine line, and use the standard tangent vectors v s dual to dt. By theorem 25. the results of the previous section are valid for the corresponding I C -elements. The I C -analogs of elements (28) are clearly invariant under the translations. In general they are not invariant under the action of G m given by a i −→ λa i . However, if the iterated integral I n0,...,nm (a 0 ; a 1 , ..., a m ; a m+1 ) is convergent, then the corresponding element is invariant under the action of the affine group, see lemma 5.3 below.
Let a ∈ F * . We set
It is easy to check that in any of the set ups i) -iii), and hypothetically in iv), it provides an extension class in
which corresponds to the element a ∈ F * . Set
The shuffle product formula implies
Suppose that a i = 0. Set 
Proof. This is a motivic version of proposition 2.15 in [G3] . It follows by induction using the shuffle product formula for 
In particular I C (a; 0|t) = a −t .
Proof. This is a special case of the equality
provided by proposition 2.1. The lemma is proved. A marked decorated segment is special if the first cross is marking the segment t 0 . A decorated segment with such a data is called a special marked decorated segment. See an example on the picture above. The conditions on the crosses for a marked decorated segment just mean that
We will employ the notation 
Proof. It follows immediately from theorem 5.1 using lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. Now let G be a subgroup of Proof. The graded vector space Z C • (G) is closed under the coproduct by theorem 5.4. The statement about the depth filtration is evident from the formula for coproduct given in proposition 6.1. It is a graded algebra by the shuffle product formula. The theorem is proved.
Remark. The depth filtration is not defined by a grading of the algebra Z C • (G) because of the relations like
3. The cyclotomic Lie algebras. Let µ N be the group of N -th roots of unity. Set
Examples
In this chapter we calculate the coproduct on the generators corresponding to multiple polylogarithms, and give several examples.
1. The Li C -generators of the multiple polylogarithm Hopf algebra. Let us define several other generating series for the multiple polylogarithms elements. Consider the following two pairs of sets of variables:
The relationship between them is given by Observe that x i , a i are the multiplicative variables, and t i , u i are additive variables.
We introduce the Li C -generating series
Remark. The (, )-notation is used for the variables which sum to zero (under the appropriate group structure), and the (:)-notation is used those sets of variables which are essentially homogeneous with respect to the multiplication by a common factor, see lemma 5.3. 2. The coproduct in terms of the Li C -generating series. In this section we rewrite the formula for the coproduct using the Li C -generators instead of the I C -generators. To state the formula set
Proposition 6.1 Let us suppose that x i = 0. Then
Here the sum is over special marked decorated segments, i.e. sequences {i p }, {j p } satisfying (43).
The p-th factor in the product on the right is encoded by the data on the p-th segment:
Namely, X ip→ip+1 is the product of all x i on this segment. The first term in (47) is encoded by the segment between t jp and t ip , which we read from the right to the left. The factor (47) is encoded by the segment between t jp and t ip+1 which we read from the left to the right.
Proof. Follows from lemma 5.2 and theorem 5.4. 3. The coproduct in the classical polylogarithm case. Recall that A C • is the commutative Hopf algebra of the framed mixed Tate objects with the coproduct ∆ and the product * . Recall the restricted coproduct: ∆ ′ (X) := ∆(X) − (X ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ X). Notice that ∆ is a homomorphism of algebras and ∆ ′ is not.
Corollary 6.2
Proof. This is a special case of proposition 6.1. This formula just means that
n−1 (n − 1)! 4. The coproduct for the depth two multiple polylogarithms. We will use both types of the I-notations for multiple polylogarithm elements, so for instance I C (a 1 : a 2 : 1|t 1 , t 2 ) = I C (0; a 1 , a 2 ; 1|t 1 ; t 2 ) Set ζ C (t 1 , ..., t m ) := I C (1 : ... : 1|t 1 , ..., t m ). In particular
Proof. a) Since in our case a 0 = 0 and t 0 = 0 the nonzero contribution can be obtained only from those marked decorated segments where t 0 -arc is not marked. Let us call the pictures where a 0 = 0, a m+1 = 1, t 0 = 0 and the t 0 -arc is not marked by special marked decorated segments.
The five terms in the formula above correspond to the five special marked decorated segments presented on the picture. . .
N3
Using the formulas from lemma 5.3 we get the following four terms corresponding to the terms N1-N4 on the picture: I C (a 1 : a 2 : 1|t 1 , t 2 ) ⊗ I C (a 1 ; 0|t 1 ) · I C (0; a 2 |t 1 ) · I C (a 2 ; 0|t 2 ) · I C (0; 1|t 2 ) = I C (a 1 : a 2 : 1|t 1 , t 2 ) ⊗ a −t1 1 · a t1−t2 2 I C (a 1 : 1|t 1 )⊗I(a 1 ; 0|t 1 )·I C (0; a 2 ; 1|t 1 ; t 2 ) = I C (a 1 : 1|t 1 )⊗a
−t1
1 ·I C (a 2 : 1|t 2 −t 1 ) I C (a 1 : 1|t 2 ) ⊗ I C (a 1 ; a 2 ; 0|t 1 ; t 2 ) · I(0; 1|t 2 ) = −I C (a 1 : 1|t 2 )⊗I(0; a 2 ; a 1 |−t 2 ; −t 1 ) = −I C (a 1 : 1|t 2 )⊗a −t2
1 ·I(a 2 : a 1 |t 2 −t 1 ) I C (0; a 2 ; 1|0; t 2 ) ⊗ I C (0; a 1 ; a 2 |0; t 1 ) · I C (a 2 ; 0|t 2 ) · I C (0; 1|t 2 ) = I C (a 2 : 1|t 2 ) ⊗ I C (a 1 : a 2 |t 1 ) · a
−t2 2
The part b) follows from a) if we notice that a N = 1 provides a t = 1 modulo the N -torsion. The proposition is proved.
Remark. In theorem 4.5 of [G2] the reader can find a different way to write the formulas for the coproduct in the depth 2 case. It is easy to see that the formulas given there are equivalent to the formulas above.
5. Explicit formulas for the coproduct of the weight three, depth two multiple polylogarithm elements. Applying proposition 6.3 or proposition 6.1 we get ∆ ′ : Li In the formulas below δ acts on the first factor in A 
